Village Green Quest E
Woodstock, Vermont
Easy
Architectural, Natural
Pavement, Trail
:40
Bring: Pencil
To get there: Begins at the Woodstock Green. Take Exit 1 from I-89 and
follow Rte. 4 west for about 10 miles to the village of Woodstock and
the Green.
Clues:

Stand at the Info Booth on The Green
Where two nearby mountains can be seen.
With Mt. Peg on your left--small, green, and round,
And Mt. Tom on your right--tall, cliffy and brown,
Start on down the path, headed straight out of town.
At the very first crosswalk to the right that you see
cross over and walk left to solve our mystery.
Stay on the sidewalk to the right of Route 4,
go to a place where you can see movies galore.
This is also a place for all our town meetings,
Where neighbors and friends can exchange friendly greetings.
Number of big columns on the front of this building = A
Stay on Route 4 as it curves out of sight,
‘Till you come to a building that’s totally white.
Don’t worry, don’t cry, you’ll know that you’re there,
When you see this white building point high in the air.
Number of matching doors on the front of this building = B
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Continue on to a place where you can stand on air
And look over the edge if you want a big scare.
Listen upstream and to the right for a hint of your glory.
Number of light posts when you are out over the water, then add 3= C
As Route 4 curves to the left, stay by its path,
Cross “River” then “Mountain,” then prepare for some math.
At the crosswalk up to your left, cross over Route 4,
You’re getting very warm, just a little bit more.
Take your answer for “A” and add it to “B,”
Together they’ll give you an answer that’s “D.”
Now subtract “D” from “C,” but don’t tell a soul,
Go to this number on your map; you’ll be at your goal!
A+B=D
Then
C - D = Magic Number!
A theater made of stone and so small
Face the green door and look in the wall
We hope you’ve enjoyed our Valley Quest,
If you keep it a secret, we’ll think you’re the best!
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